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Abstract

Retrieval augmented models are becoming increasingly
popular for computer vision tasks after their recent success
in NLP problems. The goal is to enhance the recognition ca-
pabilities of the model by retrieving similar examples for the
visual input from an external memory set. In this work, we
introduce an attention-based memory module, which learns
the importance of each retrieved example from the mem-
ory. Compared to existing approaches, our method removes
the influence of the irrelevant retrieved examples, and re-
tains those that are beneficial to the input query. We also
thoroughly study various ways of constructing the memory
dataset. Our experiments show the benefit of using a massive-
scale memory dataset of 1B image-text pairs, and demon-
strate the performance of different memory representations.
We evaluate our method in three different classification tasks,
namely long-tailed recognition, learning with noisy labels,
and fine-grained classification, and show that it achieves
state-of-the-art accuracies in ImageNet-LT, Places-LT and
Webvision datasets.

1. Introduction

Increasing the number of parameters of large trans-
former models has been a recent successful trend achiev-
ing new benchmarks in vision and language tasks. Recent
results from T5 [35], GPT-3 [5], PaLM [8], CoCa [50],
Flamingo [1], BEIT-3 [46], PaLI [7], Florence [51] and
FLAVA [40] show that transformer models are able to store
a surprising amount of information when scaled to tens of
billions of parameters and trained on vast text and image
corpora. These so-called ‘foundation models’ achieve state-
of-the-art results when fine tuned and applied to secondary
tasks such as language modeling, image captioning, visual
question answering and open vocabulary recognition.

In these foundation models, the learned world knowledge
is stored implicitly in the parameters of the underlying neu-
ral network. This implies that some of the problems of the
current ML paradigm are amplified in these models: (a) scal-
ing is challenging, both in learning and serving, given the
large number of parameters that are required for storing the
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Figure 1. Retrieval augmented classification finds similar images to
the query from an external memory. Our memory attention module
learns the importance of each retrieved image by assigning high
weights (green line in the figure) to the relevant images, and low
weights (red line) to the irrelevant images.

knowledge, (b) it is hard to update the model as the world
facts change or input data gets modified, (c) these models
tend to be black box, which means it is hard to interpret the
underlying reason behind their decisions.

To address the above issues, we propose an alternative
perspective on the problem. Instead of compiling the world
knowledge statically into model weights, we take an interpre-
tive view where the world knowledge gets transformed into a
massive-scale index/memory. On the other hand, a relatively
low-compute small model learns to use the memory for the
given inference task. Instead of increasing the size of the
model and training on more data as done in most previous
work, we equip models with the ability to directly access a
large database to perform predictions—a semi-parametric
approach.

To evaluate our approach, we focus on the problem of
long-tailed recognition and learning with noisy labels. The
distribution of real-world data is often noisy, imbalanced and
highly skewed on a per-class basis, with a majority of classes
containing a small number of samples. Long-tailed recog-
nition is a well-studied problem [19, 33]. Base approaches
are largely variants of the core idea of “adjustment”, where
the learner is encouraged to focus on the tail of the distribu-
tion. This is achieved either by re-weighting samples during
training [21] and cluster-based sampling [10], logit or loss
modification [12, 20, 31, 54] or ensembling [47]. Despite be-
ing well-studied, commonly occurring, and of great practical
importance, classification performance on long-tail distribu-
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Figure 2. Overview of our method. Retrieval augmented classification aims to retrieve relevant images from an external memory dataset
when making predictions. Each example in the memory is composed of a key and value embedding pair. Key embeddings are extracted
using the same visual encoder as the query image, but the value embeddings can be extracted with any other encoder. Both visual and value
encoders are remain frozen during the training. We perform an approximate k-NN search between the query embedding and memory keys to
find relevant images from the memory dataset. The retrieval module receives the query embedding and the k retrieved key-value pairs from
the memory. We learn the importance of each memory example by computing the attention weights between the query embedding and the
memory keys. The memory values, weighted by their corresponding attention weights, are used to compute the refined embedding, which is
then passed to the classifier.

tions lags significantly behind the state of the art for better
balanced classes [15, 49, 55].

Long et al. [29] introduce a retrieval-augmented classi-
fication model that explicitly stores the tail knowledge. In
comparison to this work, we suggest to retrieve from a web-
scale vision-text database and augment the input query with
the retrieved knowledge using a memory attention module,
before making class predictions. We design the external
memory as pairs of key-value embeddings. These embed-
dings are computed by encoding vision and language data
from multiple sources (Web images with alt-text such as
Webli [7], LAION [39], YFCC100M [42] datasets as well as
image classification datasets like ImageNet [37]). Memory
key embeddings are used to retrieve the k-nearest neighbors
of the input query vectors. Our memory attention module
learns the importance of each retrieved memory example by
computing attention weights between the query embedding
and memory keys. Relevant examples have more influence,
whereas the contribution of the irrelevant noisy examples is
down-weighted. Learned attention weights are then used to
combine memory values and produce a refined embedding,
which is then used to make class predictions. Figure 1 shows
a high-level visualization of our method.

Our contributions are summarized as follows:
• We propose a retrieval-augmented recognition model

that explores efficient means of augmenting visual mod-
els with a massive-scale memory without significantly
increasing computations.

• We propose a simple yet powerful way to fuse the re-
trieved knowledge with the input query using a memory
attention module.

• Our method achieves state-of-the-art results on var-

ious benchmarks, such as long-tail recognition and
learning with noisy labels. We achieve 78.9 accuracy
on ImageNet-LT dataset, 50.3 accuracy on Places-LT
dataset, and 83.6 on Webvision dataset.

2. Related work

External memory collections have been used for various
tasks in computer vision and other domains such as NLP.
One of the earliest works combining deep network with an
external memory is Neural Turing Machines [14], where an
external memory is updated with write and erase operations
and a learned controller. Santoro et al. [38] propose MANN
(memory-augmented neural network), where a differentiable
external memory is utilized for meta-learning.

In the NLP domain, memory-based methods have been
used to access external large-scale datasets. Khandel-
wal et al. [24] propose to interpolate the outputs of a
trained language model with a non-parametric k-NN model.
REALM [18] retrieves external knowledge from Wikipedia
for question answering. Lewis et al. [26] use an external
memory to generate questions and answers, which are then
used for question answering. Wang et al. [45] retrieve near-
est neighbors of each training example from the training set,
and combine each input with the retrieved content. They
show the benefit of this approach in various NLP tasks, such
as summarization, language modeling and machine transla-
tion. Wu et al. [48] define the memory as previously seen
words in the same document, and learn how to combine them
with the input tokens in a transformer.

RETRO [4] systematically evaluates the impact of large-
scale external memory datasets for NLP tasks. Our paper
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is similar to RETRO [4], in that we also utilize a large-
scale external memory, but in the vision domain. Similar
to RETRO, we use frozen feature extractors to reduce the
complexity of large-scale k-NN search, in order to focus on
the benefits of massive-scale external knowledge sources.

Recent methods in computer vision also make use of
external memory for various tasks. Iscen et al. [22] use a
memory to store previously seen examples in incremental
learning. Nakata et al. [32] store feature maps from the train-
ing set in the memory, and perform k-NN for classification.
Chen et al. [6] and Blattmann et al. [3] retrieve nearest neigh-
bors from a memory for generative vision models. Basu et
al. [2] study the generalization of retrieval-based models
from a theoretical perspective.

Perhaps the most similar method to our own is Retrieval
Augmented Classification (RAC) [29]. The authors combine
the output of a base model, i.e. a typical vision encoder, and
the retrieval module. The retrieval module is learned by first
finding k-NN of the visual input from the memory based on
visual embeddings. Then the corresponding raw text labels
of the k-NN are concatenated, and a textual embedding is
extracted with a pre-trained CLIP model [34].

Our work is different in that we do not assume that every
retrieved example has the same importance. By concatenat-
ing the raw text labels of each retrieved example in a single
sequence of text, RAC assigns the same importance to each
retrieved item. In contrast, we explicitly learn the contribu-
tion of each retrieved item, and weight them accordingly.
Additionally, RAC uses the training set itself as the exter-
nal memory. In our work, we rigorously evaluate different
candidate datasets of varying scales for the external memory.
Our experiments use memory datasets up to 1B images, and
show that larger memory datasets show benefits.

3. Method

Retrieval augmented classification aims to enhance the
query input by retrieving relevant images from an external
memory. In this section we first formulate our task, then pro-
pose different alternatives to fuse the query and the retrieved
information. Figure 2 shows an overview of our method.
Problem formulation. Let us define a downstream dataset
of N images by X := {x1, . . . , xN}. Our task is supervised
classification, meaning that each image is accompanied by
its label Y := (y1, . . . , yN ) with yi ∈ RC , where C is the
number of classes. In a typical classification problem, our
goal is to learn a model which takes an input image xi, and
maps it to class prediction scores, i.e. logits. The model
consists of two parts; the visual encoder, and the classifier.
The visual encoder e : x→ Rd takes an input image xi and
maps it to a d-dimensional vector, i.e. zi := e(xi) ∈ Rd.
The resulting feature embedding zi is then passed to the
classifier h : z → RC to obtain the logits. The model output,

i.e. logits, are denoted as:

f(xi) = h(e(xi)) = h(zi). (1)

The model parameters are trained by minimizing any
supervised loss function, such as cross-entropy, or LACE
loss [31] when the training data is imbalanced.

3.1. Retrieval augmented classification

Typically, classification models are trained to make pre-
dictions only considering the images xi in the downstream
dataset (1). The classifier h(.) takes a single input xi and
outputs the class logits.

Retrieval augmented classification aims to train more ro-
bust and accurate models by leveraging relevant information
from an external source of knowledge, i.e. a memory dataset
M := {m1, . . . ,mL}, for each downstream image xi. More
specifically, the model predictions now also depend on M ,
in addition to xi. Note that M is collected independently
from X . It is therefore not guaranteed that it will contain
relevant information w.r.t. to the each xi ∈ X . We also
do not assume that the memory dataset M contains class
labels, but the images may be accompanied by additional
information, such as free-form text.

In practice, only the most relevant subset of M is directly
used for classification for a given training image xi. Let
M = [e(mi), . . . , e(mL)] be the set of feature embeddings
of each image in M . We compute the cosine similarity
between zi and each embedding mj ∈ M to find the k-
nearest neighbors. The top-k ranked embeddings are then
used during the prediction:

f(xi) = h(r(zi,MNN(zi;M))), (2)

where MNN(zi;M) denotes top-k ranked embeddings of zi
from M, and r(., .) is a retrieval module, which learns how
to combine zi with the vectors from MNN(zi;M). Different
choices for r(., .) will be discussed in Section 3.2. Unlike (1),
the retrieval augmented model (2) makes predictions while
directly leveraging the information from M .
Co-embedded memory. Long et al. [29] show that different
types of embeddings can be extracted from the memory. This
allows us to utilize even more additional information, e.g.
different modalities, corresponding to the memory examples.
We will now describe this scenario in more detail.

Let us assume that there are two sets of embeddings
corresponding to each example mi in the memory. Memory
keys M, as defined above, are extracted using the same visual
encoder e(.) as zi. Let us also define memory values as a
set of vectors V = [ϕ(m1), . . . , ϕ(mL)], extracted with an
encoder ϕ : x → Rd′

. Note that the output dimensionality
of e(.) and ϕ(.) are not necessarily equal. As before, the k-
NN indices are obtained by computing the cosine similarity
between zi and M. However, we now select the rows of V
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that correspond to the indices of the k-NN search to make
the prediction:

f(xi) = h(r(zi,VNN(zi;M))), (3)

where VNN((zi;M) denotes that the k-NN search is done
between M and zi, but the corresponding indices from V
are selected.

In practice, memory values can be extracted from various
different types of encoders. One can use a larger visual
encoder model, such as ViT-G/14 [52], to extract more robust
visual embeddings or use a text encoder, such as T5 [35], to
take advantage of a different modality.

3.2. Retrieval fusion module

The retrieval module r(., .) combines the original query
vector zi with the retrieved memory values VNN(zi;M). In
this section, we first introduce a simple method which is
based on the mean of the retrieved memory values. We then
introduce a more powerful method, which learns the amount
of contribution each memory value embedding makes to
the final prediction. For the sake of simplicity, we drop
the zi from the notation of memory keys and values in this
section, i.e. MNN and VNN denote the k-NN memory keys
and values of zi, respectively.
Mean k-NN fusion module. This method simply com-
putes the mean of retrieved memory values to make the final
prediction. The refined output embedding is defined as:

r(zi,VNN) = zi + χ

1

k

∑
v∈VNN

v

 , (4)

where χ : Rd′ → Rd is a dense layer which maps the mean
of memory value embeddings from the d′-dimensional vector
space to the initial d-dimensional vector space. We use this
method as a baseline in our experiments. It demonstrates
the impact of using the retrieved memory values without
learning their importance.
Memory attention module (MAM). It is not ideal to as-
sume that every vector in VNN has the same importance.
Certain memory values may be more relevant for zi, whereas
others may bring noise. We propose to compute attention
weights between the query vector zi and the retrieved mem-
ory keys MNN , which lie in the same feature space, to learn
the contribution of each vector in VNN :

r(zi,MNN ,VNN) = zi+χ

(
σ

(
ψQ(zi)ψK(MNN)√

d

)
VNN

)
,

(5)
where σ is the softmax, ψQ : Rd → Rd and ψK : Rd → Rd

are dense layers, and χ : Rd′ → Rd is another dense layer
which maps the output back to the original input space.

Note that Eq (5) can be repeated L times, i.e. L layers.
Let f1i = r(zi,MNN ,VNN) denote the output of the first
layer. The output after L layers can be computed as:

fLi = zi + χ

(
σ

(
ψQ(f

L−1
i )ψK(MNN)√

d

)
VNN

)
. (6)

Similar attention mechanisms are used for different pur-
poses, such as when learning the relationship between the
query vector and class vectors [43]. We show in our exper-
iments that MAM is an excellent option for retrieval aug-
mented classification as well, significantly outperforming
the other baselines while achieving state-of-the-art accuracy
in various tasks.

4. Memory
In this section, we first discuss different ways of con-

structing the memory dataset M . We then describe different
ways of computing the embeddings for memory keys (M)
and values (V).

4.1. Memory datasets

We use various memory datasets of different sizes in our
experiments. We will now describe them in more detail.
Each of the choices below are thoroughly evaluated in Sec-
tion 5.2.
Downstream dataset. This is the most straightforward
choice for choosing the memory dataset. Under this set-
ting, the memory set M and the downstream dataset X are
the same. This guarantees that there will be at least one
relevant memory example mi for each xi, as most datasets
have multiple instances of each class. One disadvantage of
this choice is that most of the downstream datasets do not
contain rich free-form text descriptions. They have textual
class labels, but those do not change between the different
instances of the same class, and consequently are not very
discriminative.
YFCC. The Yahoo Flickr Creative Commons dataset [42]
contains approximately 100M images. Each image is ac-
companied by various metadata, including free-form text
descriptions. We use the subset of 15M images as the recent
work [34,53]. This subset is created by choosing images that
have English text of high quality.
LAION. LAION dataset [39] contains 400M image-text
pairs. The dataset was built by gathering image-text pairs
from random web pages. The low-quality pairs are removed
by computing the cosine similarity between their CLIP [34]
embeddings. This results in 400M image-text pairs collected
from the web.
WebLI. WebLI dataset [7] contains over 10B pairs of image-
text pairs from 100 languages. It is built from publicly
available image and text data from web pages. It contains
various metadata for each image, including free-form text
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description. We use the subset of 1B images used to train
the PaLI model [7]. This subset is created by scoring image-
text pairs based on cross-model similarity. Then a threshold
is applied on cross-modal similarity scores, which ends up
retaining about 1B image-text pairs.
All. This is the combination of all the memory datasets
mentioned above, i.e. downstream dataset, YFCC, LAION
and WebLI. This variant has approximately 1.5B image-text
pairs in the memory dataset.

4.2. Memory keys and values

The parameters of the visual encoder e(.), which is used
to extract query vectors zi and memory keys M, are frozen
during training. This choice allows us to efficiently use
memory datasets with up to 1B images, as the memory keys
M are computed and indexed only once offline for efficient
k-NN search with the query vector zi. A similar strategy
has been employed in RETRO [4], where the authors show
the benefit of retrieval augmentation with frozen text em-
beddings. We use the ViT-B/16 [13] model trained on the
JFT-3B dataset [52] for the visual encoder e(.), as it has
shown to be a powerful vision encoder.

We explore different choices of ϕ(.) to compute memory
values V. Memory value encoder ϕ(.) is also fixed, and its
parameters are frozen during training. This allows us to use
very large models for ϕ(.), as the memory values V are only
computed once offline, and the actual model is not needed
during the training or inference.
Visual encoders. We choose more powerful and bigger
visual encoders as ϕ(.). More specifically, we choose pre-
trained ViT-L/16, ViT-g/14 and ViT-G/14 architectures [52]
to compute V. ViT-G/14 has 2B parameters, making it
challenging to load it in a GPU memory during the training.
However, because V is computed offline, we only access
the ViT-G/14 embeddings, not the model itself, during the
training.
Text encoders. Another way of extracting the memory val-
ues is to exploit other modalities from M . We use the pre-
trained T5-Base [35] text encoder, to extract textual em-
beddings as V. If the memory set does not have free-form
text descriptions, e.g. if the memory set is the downstream
dataset, we extract textual embeddings from the text labels
of each image. Text labels are turned into sentences by using
pre-defined prompts [34].

4.3. Retrieval complexity

Our method requires a k-NN search between the input
query vector and the memory keys. We use the SCaNN
library [16] to perform approximate k-NN search in our
experiments. It has a sublinear complexity, meaning that it
takes O(logM) for a memory dataset of M elements. In
practice, querying a memory dataset of 1B elements takes
only milli-seconds. Because we use a fixed vision encoder in

our experiments, we pre-compute and save all k-NN, which
speeds up training time.

5. Experiments

In this section, we first describe the downstream datasets
used in our experiments and detail our experimental setup.
We then conduct a rigorous study showing the impact of dif-
ferent memory datasets and memory value encoders. Finally,
we compare our results against the existing methods in the
literature.

5.1. Experimental setup

We report experiments for three different image classi-
fication tasks: long-tailed recognition, learning with noisy
labels, and fine-grained classification. We now describe the
downstream datasets that we use for each of these tasks.
Long-tailed Recognition. Long-tailed recognition assumes
that there is a strong imbalance in terms of images per class
in the training set. The goal is to learn robust classifiers that
can accurately classify every class, regardless of the number
of times it appears in the training set.

We use two datasets for this task: ImageNet-LT [28]
and Places-LT [28]. ImageNet-LT has 1000 classes and the
number of training images per class varies from 5 to 1, 280.
It is created by taking a subset of the original ImageNet
dataset [11], so that the number of images per class follows
a long-tailed distribution.

Similarly, Places-LT is created by taking a subset of the
original Places365 dataset [56], such that the number of
training images per class follows a long-tailed distribution.
There are 365 classes in this dataset, and the number of
images per class varies from 5 to 4, 980.

The validation sets for both datasets are balanced. We
report the top-1 overall accuracy for both datasets. We also
report the accuracy for many-shot classes (more than 100
images per class), mid-shot classes (between 20 and 100 im-
ages) and few-shot classes (less than 20 images), separately,
following the protocol in [28].
Learning with noisy labels. The Webvision dataset [27]
contains 2.4M images and 1000 classes. The data is col-
lected from the web, and the labels are assigned without
human supervision. Therefore, some of the labels are noisy.
Training set is imbalanced, meaning that there are different
number of examples for each class. We report the top-1
overall accuracy for the validation set.
Fine-grained classification. We use the iNaturalist2021-
Mini dataset [44] for this task. This dataset contains fine-
grained images of species, e.g. insects, plants, birds etc.
There are 10, 000 classes and 50 images per class, making it
a total number of 500, 000 training images. The validation
set contains 100, 000 images. We report the top-1 overall
accuracy.
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Figure 3. Ablation study on ImageNet-LT. Left: We show the impact of different memory sets and memory value encoders. We set
k = 100 for this experiment. Right: We show the impact of k for different memory sets. We use T5-Base to represent memory values for
this experiment.

Implementation details. We use a frozen ViT-B/16 as the
visual encoder e(.) to represent the query vectors from the
downstream datasets and memory key embeddings. Unless
otherwise specified, training lasts 10 epochs, with a learning
rate of 0.001 and batch size of 512. The learning rate follows
a warm-up schedule of 1 epoch, and then is reduced in each
epoch using a cosine decay schedule [30]. We use an Adam
optimizer [25] with a weight decay of 0.2. We also use label
smoothing [41] during training to prevent over-fitting. For
the Memory Attention Module (MAM) (5), we use 8 layers,
i.e. L = 8. We retrieve k = 100 examples from the memory,
unless otherwise specified.

5.2. Impact of the memory

We study the effect of different choices for the memory
construction in this section. Section 4 introduces various
memory datasets and memory value encoders in detail. We
now investigate how different memory datasets and value
encoders behave in the ImageNet-LT downstream dataset.

Figure 3 (left) shows the impact of different memory
value encoders in different memory datasets. We set k = 100
for this experiment. We see that the textual memory value
encoder (T5-Base) obtains a better accuracy compared to
visual memory value encoders. Even much larger visual
memory value encoders, such as ViT-G/14, does not outper-
form a smaller T5-Base model. We believe that this behavior
is due to the fact that T5-Base represents a different modality
(text), which otherwise is not available to the input. Textual
memory values are thus complementary to the visual signals,
which are extracted from the input query in any case.

Figure 3 (left) also shows that the accuracy generally
improves as the size of the memory dataset becomes larger.
Larger relative improvements are especially observed for
visual memory value encoders as the size of the memory
dataset increases. The accuracy for visual memory value
encoders continues to increase even when all the memory
datasets are combined (≈ 1.5B examples).

Figure 3 (right) shows the impact of k for different mem-
ory sets. This hyperparameter controls the number of keys
and values retrieved from the memory dataset. We use tex-
tual memory value embeddings (T5-Base) for this experi-
ment. We see that the large memory datasets, e.g. YFCC,
LAION, Webli, are less sensitive to the choice of k, whereas
the accuracy starts to decrease for a smaller memory dataset
such as ImageNet-LT. That is because ImageNet-LT only has
a few positive examples for certain images. As k becomes
larger, the retrieved set of vectors mostly contain noise. That
is not the case for larger memory datasets, as they are likely
to have many relevant examples for each image. Thus, they
are less sensitive to larger k.

5.3. Comparison to baselines

In this section, we show the benefit of our Memory At-
tention Module (MAM) by comparing it with different base-
lines. We report the accuracy for the following baselines.
Linear classifier learns a fully connected layer on top of
frozen downstream dataset embeddings. MLP classifier is a
two-layer MLP with non-linearity in between the two layers.
Linear and MLP classifiers do not use an external memory
dataset for retrieval. Mean k-NN computes the mean of the
retrieved memory values; it do not learn the contribution of
each retrieved memory value. See Section 3 for more details.
We use the WebLI memory dataset and T5-Base memory
values for this experiment.

Table 1 (Top) shows the accuracy for many-shot, mid-
shot, and low-shot classes separately for all the baselines on
ImageNet-LT and Places-LT datasets. All the methods are
trained with the LACE [31] loss, which has a balancing effect
between the low-shot and many-shot classes. Nevertheless,
the low-shot accuracy suffers for the methods that do not use
retrieval, e.g. linear and MLP classifiers.

On the other hand, retrieval-based methods, e.g. mean
k-NN and MAM (Ours), are less prone to over-fitting on
many-shot classes. However, mean k-NN overcompensates
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ImageNet-LT Places-LT

Method Retrieval Backbone Many-shot Mid-shot Low-shot All Many-shot Mid-shot Low-shot All

BASELINES

Linear Classifier ViT-B16 µ 76.5 72.6 66.5 73.5 44.5 44.4 44.0 44.3
MLP Classifier ViT-B16 µ 80.1 74.1 66.9 75.2 48.6 46.1 41.3 46.0
Mean k-NN ✓ ViT-B16 µ 75.9 75.8 75.7 75.8 44.3 45.2 45.5 44.9

EXISTING METHODS

PaCo [10] ResNext-101 68.2 58.7 41.0 60.0 36.1 47.9 35.3 41.2
VL-LTR [43] ViT-B16 84.5 74.6 59.3 77.2 54.2 48.5 42.0 50.1
RAC [29] ✓ ViT-B16 - - - - 48.7 48.3 41.8 47.2
RAC† [29] ✓ ViT-B16 µ 80.9 76.0 67.5 76.7 50.3 48.3 42.5 47.9
RAC† [29] ✓ ViT-B16 85.9 79.3 69.3 80.5 51.9 49.8 46.8 50.0

Ours ✓ ViT-B16 µ 80.6 77.5 74.5 78.3 50.9 49.9 47.5 49.9
Ours + FT ✓ ViT-B16 85.4 81.5 76.4 82.3 52.4 52.0 48.5 51.4

Table 1. Comprehensive evaluation on ImageNet-LT and Places-LT. The accuracy for many-shot (> 100 images), mid-shot (20-100
images) and few-shot (< 20 images) classes are reported separately. Top: We report the results for various baselines. Bottom: We compare
our method against the existing methods in the literature. RAC† denotes our re-implementation of RAC [29] in exactly the same setting as
our method. µ means that the visual encoder is frozen during the downstream task training.

for the low-shot classes by sacrificing the accuracy for the
many-shot classes on ImageNet-LT. This is not the case for
our method, which achieves the highest overall accuracy by
performing well across all three class categories. Similar
observations can be made in the Places-LT dataset. Our
method achieves the highest accuracy on many-shot, mid-
shot and low-shot classes, and the highest accuracy overall.

The experiments on Table 1 (Top) demonstrate that the
retrieval augmented classification alone does not always
improve the classification accuracy. This is evidenced by
the performance of mean k-NN. On the other hand, as we
learn the contribution of the each retrieved example from the
memory, we are able to filter out the noisy examples more
accurately. This results in the highest accuracy overall, while
not sacrificing the accuracy for the many-shot, mid-shot and
low-shot classes.

Table 2 shows the comparison of our method against
the baselines for fine-grained classification (iNaturalist2021-
Mini) and learning with noisy labels (Webvision). We use
WebLI as the memory dataset, and T5-Base as the memory
value encoder for these experiments. We observe that our
method displays consistent improvement in both datasets.
Note that it overperforms the state-of-the-art in Webvision,
without finetuning the visual encoder like the existing work.
This shows that our method is suitable for various classifica-
tion tasks, and not only long-tailed recognition.

5.4. Comparison to existing methods

We now compare our method against the state-of-the-
art. Table 1 (Bottom) shows the accuracy of the prior art

iNat2021-Mini WebVision

BASELINES

Linear Classifier 58.8 78.1
MLP Classifier 59.6 81.0
Mean k-NN 58.9 78.2

EXISTING METHODS

MILe [36] – 75.2
Heteroscedastic [9] – 76.6
NCR [23] – 76.8
CurrNet [17] – 79.3

Ours 66.2 83.6

Table 2. Evaluation on iNaturalist2021-Mini and Webvision.
We compare our method against the baselines and existing work in
iNaturalist2021-Mini (fine-grained classification) and Webvision
(learning with noisy labels) downstream datasets.

in ImageNet-LT and Places-LT datasets. VL-LTR [43] and
RAC [29] use the same ViT-B/16 backbone as our method.
However the pre-training of the ViT-B/16 differs between
different methods. VL-LTR uses the ViT-B/16 pre-trained
with CLIP [34], whereas RAC uses an ImageNet-21k pre-
trained ViT-B/16 architecture [13]. Both methods finetune
the visual encoder on the downstream dataset. In this paper,
we use a ViT-B/16 visual encoder pre-trained on the JFT-3B
dataset [52]. We also re-implement RAC with our visual and
text encoder (T5-Base) for a better comparison in Table 1,
and denote this variant as RAC†.

Table 1 shows that the VL-LTR achieves the highest
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Figure 4. Qualitative Examples. We present the output of our method visually. We conduct this experiment by choosing the ImageNet-LT
dataset as the query and memory dataset. We display the query images from the test set on the left. Their k-NN from the training set are
displayed on the right, and ordered from left to right. We display the attention weight assigned to each k-NN above the corresponding image.

many-shot accuracy on both datasets. Nevertheless, this
comes at the expense of a poor performance for low-shot
classes. RAC, an existing retrieval augmented classification
method, shows a more balanced performance between many,
mid and low-shot classes. Our method achieves the highest
accuracy on both datasets by obtaining high accuracy across
different categories. For example, we do not achieve the
highest many-shot nor low-shot accuracy on ImageNet-LT.
However, because we do not favor any category of classes
above others, we have higher performance across different
categories and achieve the highest overall accuracy.
Fine-tuning the visual encoder. In Table 1, we also include
a variant of our method which fine-tunes the visual encoder
e(.) while learning the memory attention module. We denote
this variant by Ours + FT. The k-NN search is still done with
a pre-trained, frozen vision encoder as in previous experi-
ments. We also include a variant of RAC† which follows this
setup in Table 1. Our method achieves even further gains of
accuracy when fine-tuning the vision encoder along with the
memory attention module.

5.5. Qualitative examples

We present some of the qualitative examples in Figure 4.
We use ImageNet-LT as both the downstream task and the
memory dataset for this task. We display the query images
on the left, and the top-10 retrieved nearest neighbors on the

right. The retrieved images are ordered such that left-most
image is the closest one. Above each retrieved image, we
display the learned attention value of our method.

We see that our method assigns higher attention weights
to the semantically correct images from the k-NN list. We
observe this even if there is only one correct example in the
k-NN list (e.g. the beagle query). When there are multiple
relevant images, all relevant examples get higher attention
weights (e.g. cassette and shovel queries). The original rank
position does not matter much for our method. For example,
one of the relevant retrieved images for the shovel query
has originally rank eight, but receives the second highest
attention weight from our method. Figure 5 in Appendix
shows the qualitative examples in Places-LT dataset.

6. Conclusions
We propose a simple, yet effective memory attention mod-

ule for retrieval augmented classification in this work. Our
method learns the importance of each retrieved example, and
weights their contributions accordingly. We also present a
systematic study of different memory designs, showing the
benefit of massive-scale memory datasets up to 1B image-
text pairs. The effectiveness of our method is shown by
the fact that it achieves state-of-the-art results in long-tailed
recognition, learning with noisy labels and fine-grained clas-
sification tasks.
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